
Supporting Statement
I am looking into the concept of ‘inner beauty’. I aimed to create a collection that allows for 
people to embrace their inner beauty and allow them to radiate both inside and out. I’m looking at 
the inner body alongside my own insecurities, showing that everyone is beautiful on the inside even 
though it may feel ugly, such as veins and the anatomy. My gender neutral range, focuses on 
femininity, without targeting towards a specifically male or female market, as I want my collection 
to show that we can all look ‘beautiful’ and wear whatever we want without judgment. I chose for my 
collection to have functionality, with adjustable elements being placed throughout the collection in 
order for it to be worn by anyone. I also wanted my collection to be comfortable to imitate the 
saying; ‘feeling comfortable in my own skin’ as it will encourage people to feel beautiful with 
the way that they are.
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Outfit 1
Consists of a fused technical nylon ‘shacket’, 
which has a quarter opening and an elastic 
hem and a shirred, high neck collar.  This is 
layered beneath a technical harness that has 
hidden pockets and with printed and wadded 
mesh. The trousers have multiple drawstring 
elements making them adjustable ads well as 
an elastic waistband

Out fit 2
This dress is made from a double layer of 

technical nylon,with each gathered section 
is separated by a section of shirred, orange  

technical nylon that creates the gathered 
effect. The hood wraps around the face and 

is structured using lapped seams and is 
fastened with a chunky zip. 



Outfit 3
The jacket is made from a textile that consists of mesh bra 
fabric, threads and wadding. This has hidden pockets in the 
side seam and the silhoutte is adjustable with toggles around 
the bottom. Underneath is a shirred ultra cropped, reversable 
top, made from pink technical nylon and finished with 
binding. Layered on top is a technical vest with a hidden 
pocket and side fastening. The trousers are made from the 
same pink, technical nylon and has adjustable elements using 
elastic and toggles, with an elastic waist band.

Outfit 4 
The showerproof, technical nylon, cropped jacket is 

longer in the back and has an elasticated section, with 
oversized adjustable sleeves. This goes over the printed, 
double layered chiffon with elastic, adjustable, gathered 

sections, this is distorted by a corset, that uses lapped 
seams to imitate boning, this is made with fused technical 

and has apoppers on the side to make it adjustable 
depending on who wears it. This has an elastic lace up  

element in the back which is adjstable with a toggle.   
 



Outfit 6
This consists of a cropped, quarter zip hooded 

shacket, made from a printed thick, tehcnical nylon, 
this has sections on the sleeves with straps. The 

corset on top makes use of lapped seams and shirred 
sections, with an adjustable back fastening.The 

trousers have an elasticated waistband and 
adjustable section with elasticated cord and toggles.    

 

Outfit 5
This floor length jacket is made of the same 
textile as seen in the jacket in outfit 3, this has a 
qaurter zip that is hidden by a wadded section and 
an oversized puffer collar. each section is split up 
by elasticated shirred panels to create the gathers, 
The midi, bodycon dress is made from shirred 
nylon and has an adjustable hem and an 
elasticated, adjusable hood.






